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I.

INTRODUCTION
For over a century, western states have worked to

effectively administer their limited water resources.
During most of this period,

administration has been

mainly a reactive process, one in which state officials
and

courts

that

d e v e 1oped

water

s imply reflected

the

grew in the early West .

allocation mechanisms

customs

and

uses

that

State judges embodied the

local customs of thirsty miners and farmers

in the

Prior Appropriation Doctrine, with state administra
tors then enforcing historic priorities established
under

this

right."1

doctrine

of

"first

in time,

first

in

Such a system of law and administration was

designed for, and succeeded in, protecting water use
practices that developed over the decades.
In recent years,

this limited concept of water

administration has been rejected.
been moving
response

away

to old

from merely
priorities

Water officials have
allocating

and have

water

instead

in

been

looking at ways of managing water to achieve maximum
use of limited supplies.
have expanded
assessing

State administrative programs

from strictly enforcement to include

means

for developing,

controlling,

and

conserving the water resources of the state.
Several motivating forces lie behind this shifting
of the

states'

role

from water
1

allocator

to water

manager.

First, the days of massive federal planning

and funding of water projects appear to have come to an
end.

As

a consequence,

directly

involved

states

in looking

are becoming more

at,

and

potentially

sponsoring, water development activities.

Second, the

growing conflicts created by ground water use and its
impact on senior surface rights have required states to
look at innovative means
Also,

for managing

a recent appreciation

the resource.

for the values of free-

flowing waters has caused many states to take affirma
tive steps
menting

in water planning and policy

instream

flow

programs).

(i.e. imple

Water

quality

concerns have likewise influenced current attitudes and
actions towards precious water resources.
perhaps most importantly,
tion that without

Finally, and

there is a growing realiza

improved management, we have gotten

to a point in many western areas where there is simply
not enough water to support a growing populace.
Management of water by states has therefore become
a critical

issue of the 1980's.

Moreover, comprehen

sive discussions of water management invariably turn to
the topic of
persisted

inefficient

water

into modern times.

practices

that have

In these days of severe

financial and physical limitations upon new sources of
developed

water

(i.e. through

additional

reservoir

projects), many believe that improved efficiency
2

and

conservation of our existing supplies will prove to be
the main component in fulfilling future demands.
This Article assesses such a conclusion, looking
at both the benefits and limits of improving efficiency
of water use.
ency

In particular, the barriers to effici

imposed by the

Prior Appropriation

Doctrine

are discussed, with a blueprint presented for overcom
ing these restrictions.

The Article then focuses on

the efficient management of water within the state of
Colorado.

The state's historic perspective on wasted

water is reviewed, which leads to a discussion of the
current

framework that promotes and,

discourages efficient use.

in some ways,

The paper then concludes

with a look at ways of achieving the concept of maximum
utilization

that has been

increasingly espoused by

Colorado's legislature and courts.
II.

BENEFITS OF IMPROVING EFFICIENCY
Whenever western state officials, attorneys,

and

commentators preach about the problem of wasted water,
a finger

usually

irrigation

is pointed

accounts

for

at agriculture.

roughly

Crop

90% of all water

diversions that are consumed in the West,2 and many of
the operations are notoriously

inefficient.

On the

average, nearly one-fourth of the diversions are lost
in leaky conveyance ditches, while crops utilize only
53% of the remainder that reaches the field.3
3

Fingers that point to improved irrigation effici
ency as the panacea for water shortages, however, risk
getting caught in the pincers of economic and hydrolog
ic realities.
"waste"

The amount of water

that constitutes

in irrigation is difficult to quantify--and it

is subject to varying interpretations.
vast

majority

of

the excess

For instance, a

diversions

eventually

return to the stream or ground water where they can be
reused

by other

irrigators.

In fact,

in some areas,

these return flows from ditch seepage and overapplica
tions during

the spring

and early summer

region's capacity to support
late-summer

season.

irrigation

Downstream

enhance a

in the drier

irrigators who rely

upon these late return flows would hardly consider that
the upstream practices result in waste.
out the West, water applied

Also, through

in excess of the crops'

consumptive demands cannot be deemed wasteful where
such overapplication

is necessary in order to prevent

salt from building up in the soil.

Even that amount of

water which is evaporatively lost during the irrigation
process may not be completely wasted; studies show that
such

losses

higher

can

result

in cooler

temperatures

and

humidity near the field surface which in turn

reduce the consumptive water requirements of the crop.4
The lessons gleaned from the preceding paragraph
indicate

that

one must

tread
4

very carefully

when

advocating for improved water use efficiency.

They do

not, however, negate the need for reducing unnecessari
ly large applications of irrigation water

in areas

throughout the West.

improved

efficiency

will

Even in regions where

not

result

in making more water

available for alternative uses (i.e. where return flows
are already being

fully utilized

and

irretrievable

waste is negligible), the benefits of reducing irriga
tion diversions can be varied and significant.
A.

Protecting Instream Flows
The many benefits of free-flowing water have come

to be recognized and appreciated in recent years.5
only do natural

streams harbor

Not

aesthetic and other

intangible values, but they are economically important
as well.

When excessive diversions deplete a stream,

the repercussion can be felt in many ways.

First, the

stream's capacity to support fish can be diminished,
thereby hurting

important recreational opportunities.

Recreation can be

impeded as well when rafters and

boaters are no longer

able to take advantage of the

free-flowing conditions.
Instream

flow also plays an important role

diluting pollutants.

in

Diminished streamflow can result

in high concentrations of contaminants, thereby making
the water unsuitable for downstream use.6

Also, there

is increasing recognition of the important role that
5

minimum

flows

channels and

play

in maintaining

in protecting

birds and animals.7
is adversely

viable

stream

the riparian habitat

for

Finally, hydroelectric production

impacted

in some areas of the West by

excessive surface diversions.
Improved

irrigation conveyance

and

application

systems can reduce diversions and thereby promote the
many values

of instream

flows.

Such benefits would

occur even in areas where the overapplied
waters historically
Rather

than

through

returned

spending

the basin

time

to the stream

percolating

or running

irrigation

down

system.

underground

surface channels

before reemerging in the stream, the flow would remain
in the intervening natural bed.

Such a result not only

protects instream flow levels but, as explained below,
can

also

help

to

reduce

salt

and

erosion

problems

associated with excessive return flows.
B.

Salinity Amelioration
If too little water is applied to crops, salt can

build

up

in the

support crops.

soil

and destroy

its

capacity

to

Salinity problems, however, can arise

due to over-application of irrigation water

as well.

Excessive irrigation diversions create salt damage to
both water and land in several ways.
First,
drainage

excessive

cause

water

applications

teamed

to evaporate

from

6

with poor

the

field,

thereby leaving salt accumulations in the soil.

Also,

the return flows may pond in low areas or raise the
ground

water

table

to the extent

that evaporation

occurs and creates a saline soil condition.
Salinity problems can also arise

in the waters

that receive irrigation return flows.

Seepage from

ditches and percolation from the field in many areas of
the West leach natural salt from geologic strata and
carry

it to the ground

ground

water

reemerges

water
as

supply.

surface

Often,

flow,

this

thereby

creating saline stream conditions.
The Colorado River basin
contamination of ground
acute problem.

is an area where salt

and surface supplies

is an

In areas of the upper basin, each acre-

foot of return flow carries up to 8.5 tons of salt back
to the Colorado River.8
are

taken,

If no ameliorative measures

it is estimated

that

additional

basin

development will cause the salt content of the lower
river

to increase by one-third.9

This

increase

in

salinity would in turn make the water less suitable for
downstream

irrigation and result

in more

than $100

million of damage to agriculture annually.10
Improving conveyance and on-farm efficiency have
proven

useful

problem.
Grand

means

For example,

of controlling

this

salinity

the lining of ditches

Valley of western

Colorado decreased
7

in the
annual

seepage by 930 acre

feet which in turn reduced salt

contributions to the Colorado
tons per year.11

Furthermore,

accruing to downstream
of salinity

River

system by 4,700

the economic benefits

irrigators from

thisreduction

in their water supply exceeded the total

cost of lining the canals and ditches.12

Not all water

conservation programs will have such dramatic

impacts

on salinity amelioration, but such efforts will prove
quite valuable in many areas of the West.
C.

Erosion Control
Reducing

irrigation

a significant factor

return

in controlling

flows

can

also

erosion.

be

As was

recently stated by soil experts:
Erosion is threatening the c o n 
tinued productivity of more than
half of all the irrigated land in
the West.
Part of this is caused
by the attempt to grow crops on
land not suited to crops....
But
most of this damage results from
misuse of irrigation water.13
One study

in southern

Idaho

showed

that

6,000

pounds of topsoil were carried away with each acre foot
of

surface runoff during the irrigation season.14

only is this erosion destructive

to the

field

Not
upon

which the water is applied, but the resulting degrada
tion can make
downstream

the receiving

irrigation.

waters

For example,

unsuitable

for

in Washington's

Yakima Valley, return flows carried so much silt that
down-channel

irrigators

experienced
8

plugging

of

sprinkler heads, pipe abrasion, and wear on pumps.
In addition, the state's water quality standard

for

turbidity was violated when these return flows hit the
stream.16

Overapplication of irrigation water also

creates water quality problems associated with ferti
lizers and pesticides carried away by return flows.
D.

Reduced Operating Costs
The leaching of costly fertilizer and pesticides

by excessive irrigation not only creates water quality
problems, but it also results in increased cost to the
farmer.

Yet this is only one way in which inefficient

techniques can increase on-farm production costs.

In

many areas, pumping of the irrigation supply consti
tutes

a major

portion of operating

expenses.

ability to reduce electricity bills by
modern

irrigation practices

Great Plains area alone,

The

implementing

is widespread.

In the

it has been estimated

that

conservation measures could reduce irrigation pumping
costs

by

$50 million

annually.17

Likewise,

labor

expenses can decrease dramatically when modern schedul
ing, automation, and application techniques have been
implemented.
This
expenses

is not to say that reductions in operating
will

always

justify

improving on-farm efficiency.
costs

will

the capital

of

In fact, such capital

often be prohibitive
9

costs

to farms

that are

already operating
But in many

on the margin

instances,

capital

of economic return.
investments

needed to promote conservation.

are not

Reductions in irriga

tion applications can be made with no loss of crop on
numerous
water

farms which have historically applied more

than

savings

necessary.

situations,

water

(along with reduced operating expenses)

can be

experienced

simply

In

such

through

education

and

proper

scheduling of irrigation applications.18
E.

Increasing the Available Water Supply
As

stated

difficult

in

the

above

introduction,

it

is

to quantify just how much irrigation water

can be salvaged

and used

for other

purposes.

Most

conservation measures would simply reduce return flows
upon which

other

users

rely

and,

therefore,

salvage "wasted" water for additional uses.

not

Nonethe

less, some conveyance and on-farm losses are irretriev
able and could be salvaged
irrigation

techniques

include water

consumed

for other uses if modern

were employed.

These

losses

by phreatophytes, evaporation

from surface soil and ponded areas,

and deep percola

tion into aquifers that are not readily accessible.
One federal study estimated that these irretriev
able irrigation losses amount to 24 million acre feet
annually (compared to 79 maf consumed by crops and 92
maf of return flows).19

This consumptive waste totals
10

more

than

the combined

average

Colorado and Rio Grande rivers;
total

amount

of water

ities and industries

annual

flow of the

it also exceeds the

consumed

by all municipal

in the United States.

Another

study indicated that $5 billion investment in conserva
tion techniques would annually salvage

from 2 to 5

million acre feet of water irretrievably lost through
inefficient irrigat ion.20
Projecting numbers such as those in the preceding
paragraph is difficult and it is risky to base policy
decisions on generalities
salvage.

Despite

regarding water waste and

the difficulties

overall waste, however,

in quantifying

it is clear that in certain

areas of the West, irrigation losses can be salvaged in
order to provide more water for additional uses.

Over

$60 million is currently being spent in the upper Rio
Grande region to salvage irrigation return flows that
were being
ation.21

lost

to non-beneficia1 evapotranspir-

In California,

the State Water

Resources

Control Board recently ordered the Imperial Irrigation
District to improve its practices in order to reduce up
to 1 million acre-feet of annual waste.22

In both of

these regions, as well as in many other western areas,
improvements

in

irrigation

techniques could make

more water available for beneficial uses.
total amount

Perhaps the

salvagable will never come close to 24
11

maf.

But

in some arid regions of the West,

ments

in efficiency that salvage

annually can

translate

into

improve

even one acre

foot

thousands of dollars of

value.23
F.

Control of Interstate Waters
A final benefit from water conservation accrues to

states

in

the

context

Although many existing
rivers,

of

interstate

compacts

allocate

conflicts.
interstate

states continue to find themselves in battles

over who controls limited water resources in the West.
Not

only

are

interstate
wrestling
plies.

surface

conflict,

waters
but

for control

often

states

over

the

are

subject

of

increasingly

finite ground water sup

Officials are fully cognizant of the economic

importance of obtaining

the right to use interstate

waters, thus states have invested millions of dollars
to litigate these conflicts.
Recent

Supreme Court decisions have established

that a particular

state's

control

over

interstate

waters is a direct function of that state's commitment
to water conservation and efficiency.

The Court will

more readily defer to a state's management and use of
disputed waters

if such management

conservation goals.
in the context

of

and use reflect

This lesson has been demonstrated
both

surface

disputes.
12

and

ground

water

In Sporhase v. Nebraska,24 the state sought to
enjoin

Sporhase's

use of Nebraska ground

acreage across the border in Colorado.

water

on

Nebraska based

its case on its anti-export statute which severely
limited the out-of-state use of ground water.
argued that this statute

interfered with

Sporhase

interstate

commerce, and therefore was unconstitutional under the
Commerce Clause.
Nebraska asserted that the purpose of its anti
export statute was solely "to conserve and preserve
diminishing sources of ground water. "25
ing

the

state's

water

m anagement

After review
p r og ra m ,

the

U.S. Supreme Court found that this "purpose is unques
tionably legitimate and highly important, and the other
aspects of Nebraska's ground water regulations demon
strate

that

it

is g e n u i n e . "26

The Court

further

concluded that western states' interests and competence
in conserving and preserving scarce water resources are
relevant

in the Commerce

Clause

analysis

and

that

limitations on ground water exports are lawful in the
context of promoting conservation.27
Nebraska's statute was ultimately found unconsti
tutional, however, because it contained a reciprocity
provision allowing export only to those states that
permitted

the

import of ground water into Nebraska.

The Court could find "no evidence that this restriction
13

is narrowly tailored
vation

to the conservation and preser

r a t i o n a l e ,"28 nor

reciprocity
State's

provision

legitimate

interest;

was

it persuaded

"significantly

conservation

and

that the

advances

the

preservation

it surely is not narrowly tailored

to serve

that purpose. "29
A state's level of commitment to conservation and
efficiency was likewise found relevant in determining
the

extent

interstate
involved
River,

to which

it could

surface waters.

a dispute

over

control

and

use

its

Colorado v. New Mexico30

how much

of

the

Vermejo

if any, Colorado users were allowed to divert.

Although New Mexico users had historically diverted the
entire

flow,

Colorado asserted under the doctrine of

equitable apportionment31 that it should be entitled to
some of the river as well.
number of points,
Mexico

upgraded

It based

its claim on a

including the assertion that if New
its

irrigation

techniques,

supply would be available for all demands.

enough

In remand

ing the case for further findings of fact, the U.S. Su
preme Court stated:
Our prior cases clearly establish
that equitable apportionment will
protect only those rights to water
that are "reasonably acquired and
applied."
Especially in those
Western states where water is
s c a r c e , " [ t ] h e r e m u s t be no
waste...of the 'treasure' of a
river....
Only diligence and good
faith will keep the p r i v i l e g e
14

alive."
Thus, wasteful or ineffi
cient uses will not be protected.32
The Court
Mexico's

later

emphasized

apportionment

not only

should be limited

that

New

to non-

wasteful practices, but that the magnitude of Colo
rado's share would likewise reflect its commitment to
efficiency:
We conclude that it is entirely
appropriate to consider the extent
to which reasonable conservation
measures by New Mexico might offset
the proposed Colorado diversion and
thereby minimize any injury to New
Mexico users.
Similarly, it is
appropriate to consider whether
Colorado has undertaken reasonable
steps to minimize the amount of
diversion that will be required. 33
Upon remand, the Special Master
acre
Court

feet per year
in its

1984

allocated

to Colorado users.
decision,

however,

4,000

The Supreme
refused

to

recognize this allocation and gave the entire Vermejo
to New Mexico. 34

Colorado failed to meet its burden of

proof in a number of areas, including the fact that
t h e r e is no e v i d e n c e in the
record that "Colorado has under
taken reasonable steps to minimize
the a m ou nt of the d i v e r s i o n
that will be required." [quoting
its 1982 opinion]...
Financially
and physically feasible conserva
tion e f f o r t s include c ar ef u l
study of future, as well as prudent
implementation of current, water
uses.
Colorado has been unwilling
to take any concrete steps in
this direction.35

15

IMPEDIMENTS TO IMPROVING WATER USE EFFICIENCY

III.

In reviewing the many benefits of water conserva
tion,

state

immediate

officials

improvements

may
in

be

tempted

irrigation

to

require

efficiency.

Salinity and erosion control, instream flow protection,
and salvaged water

add up to a compelling

case

for

modernization in many areas of the arid West.

Programs

for improving

whether

initiated

irrigation techniques, however,

by state

or private

entities,

significant roadblocks under current

will

economic

face

condi

tions and legal structures.
A.

Financial Constraints to System Modernization
Any state official contemplating mandatory moves

toward irrigation efficiency must squarely consider the
economic realities currently
industry.
methods,

Lining

ditches,

facing

upgrading

implementing automation,

all require money.

on today's

application

and leveling

fields

Although some methods for improving

efficiency can be quite cheap,
burden

the agriculture

even an

incremental

farmers may accelerate

number of foreclosures

sprouting

across

the

sorry

the western

landscape.
As

water

becomes

more

valuable,

however,

the

opportunity arises for the conservation methods to pay
for

themselves.

lucrative

In other words,

to voluntarily

improve

I

16

farmers may find
their

it

irrigation

systems

in order

to market the salvaged water or to

apply it to additional

lands.

Also, buyers may be

willing to finance the modernization in return for the
right

to use the salvaged

water. Such

scenarios,

however, depend upon the free marketing and transfer of
water which

in many

instances

is constrained under

state law.
B.

Restraints Upon Transfers and Expanded Use
A case coming out of the water-short

state of

Arizona aptly demonstrates the type of legal complica
tions facing those who wish to improve their efficiency
and market or use the salvaged water.
Valley Users'
lined

acreage.

seepage,

with

concrete

enabled

them

which,

to

due

to

irrigate more

Junior users objected to this expansion of

use, claiming
water.

Association v. Kovacovich ,36 irrigators

their ditches

decreased

In Salt River

that they were entitled

to the saved

The court agreed with the juniors' assertion,

holding that state law
p r e c l u d e s the a p p l i c a t i o n of
waters gained by water conservation
practices to lands other than those
to which the water was originally
appurtenant....
Any practice,
whether t h ro u g h w a t e r - s a v i n g
procedures or otherwise, whereby
appellees may in fact reduce the
quantity of water actually taken
inures to the benefit of other
users and neither creates a right
to use the waters saved as a
marketable commodity nor the right
to apply same to adjacent property
17

h a v i n g no
rights.37

appurtenant

wa t er

This concept of appurtenancy has restricted water
transfers

in other

jurisdictions

as well.

For

in

stance, the Oklahoma legislature has flatly stated that
"[a]ll

waters

purposes
which

it

shall
is

impractical
water

used

in

this

remain

appurtenant

used."38
to

rights

Only

irrigate
holder

state

if

for

to the land

upon

it somehow becomes

the original

transfer

irrigation

use

acreage may a
to other

land.

Similar statutes exist in South Dakota and Nevada
well,

although

each

has different

exceptions

as
and

restrictions to the basic appurtenancy requirement.39
Most other western

states

are less restrictive

regarding changes in the use of a water right, yet the
procedures and limitations can be quite complex.
fact,

it

is currently

difficult

to set

forth

In
any

general rule regarding the law of transfer and expanded
use

resulting

from

conservation.

Commentators

of

several years ago were confronted with a simpler situ
ation and were able to state with some certainty that
" [t]he prevailing rule is that the person who installs
water saving devices is allowed to take the water thus
saved.
"
4
0

Such a statement was generally made after

citing several old cases in which persons who installed
pipes and lined ditch were given the right to utilize
the former seepage losses.
18

But

such a conclusion

is not

so simple under

current standards, practices, and understandings.

With

ground water now being heavily utilized throughout the
West and with our increased awareness that seepage and
percolation often return to the stream system, rarely
can ditch seepage and other return flows be salvaged
without adversely impacting other water users.

More

over, most jurisdictions prohibit a situation where a
senior

user

changes

the water

right

injures junior users in the basin.41

in a way that

This tenet arises

from the policy that junior appropriators who invest in
diversion works should have the assurance that the
stream conditions will not change to their detriment
over time.

As a consequence,

improvements in irriga

tion efficiency that simply reduce return

flows will

usually not enable the investor to capture the salvaged
water if those return flows had been historically used
by others.
Some states further inhibit salvage by allowing a
transfer of irrigation rights only to the extent of
historic crop consumption.42

Consequently,

had been other irretrievable losses
phreatophyte

if there

(i.e. evaporation,

transpiration, or irretrievable percola

tion) , the farmer would not be entitled to salvage and
market

this portion of the water right.
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Under such

restrictions,

there

if any,

is little,

incentive for

implementing efficient irrigation practices.
Idaho,

on the other

approach to allowing
salvage efforts.

hand,

takes a very liberal

irrigators to benefit from their

As was recently stated by its supreme

court:
it has long been settled law
in Idaho that a senior appropriator
of water retains his right to
surface waste and seepage water,
and may reclaim it, even though
such water has been used by a
junior appropriator, even for as
long as forty years.... The senior
appropriator retains his right to
all the water, including that which
is lost through reasonable seepage,
and thus m a y r e c l a i m it, for
instance, by improving his trans
mission system. 43
This liberal

tenet grew from the concept recog

nized in some western

states

that

farmers have

the

right to reuse the excess tailwater from the irrigation
of their lands.44

Recent cases in most jurisdictions,

however, have significantly restricted

this right

to

such capture and reuse, including the restriction that
reapplication

of

the

tailwater

is

limited

to

the

to

the

acreage originally irrigated.45
The

sum

of

the

above

analysis

leads

conclusion that there is no easy answer under western
water law regarding the extent to which conservation
efforts will result in benefits to the one undertaking
the improvements.

Future court battles and legislative
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actions will undoubtedly refine the law in the various
states as the demand for water and its transfer becomes
more intense.

In the meantime, impediments to selling

or using salvaged water will remain in most jurisdic
tions.
C . Barriers of the Prior Appropriation Doctrine to
State Water Management
States

may

find

legislation designed
salvaged water
market

system

it advantageous

to consider

to facilitate the marketing

in order
alone,

to promote efficiency.

however,

is

inadequate

effectively managing the waters of a state.
of this precious public resource

of
The
for

Management

involves decisions

and actions that go beyond concerns of the market.

For

example, the free transfer of salvaged water to other
uses is limited in its ability to promote instream flow
values.

Also,

it is difficult

incorporate all

factors when

for market

forces to

the benefits of waste

reduction incrementally accrue to numerous unrelated
downstream

users

who

suffer

from

the effects

of

salinity and other water quality problems associated
with over-irrigation.

As a consequence, state consid

eration is being given to ways of compelling efficient
use as part of a comprehensive water management policy.
Any state program of mandatory

improvements

in

irrigation efficiency will meet head-on with the Prior
Appropriation Doctrine.

This fact was demonstrated by
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the

case

of

v. W i1 1 i s .4 6

Enterprise
Enterprise

Irrigation

objected

District

to a threatened

closure of its headgates by Nebraska officials, arguing
that its 1889 right to 3.5 acre-feet of water per acre
of irrigated land

(af/acre)

was not subject to a 1911

statute limiting use to 3.0 af/acre.

The court

held

that retroactive application of the statute exceeded
the state's

regulatory authority and constituted

a

deprivation of property without due process of law.47
Enterprise

was

allowed

to continue

diverting

its

original right of 3.5 af/acre.
The Prior Appropriation
lishes

a strong

property

Doctrine

interest

indeed estab

in water

Vested water rights historically could

users.

not be dimin

ished by the state so long as the right was being put
to beneficial
applied

use.

If, however,

waters

in a non-beneficial manner,

were being

this constituted

waste and subjected the holder to potential loss of the
right.
Rarely has this policy against waste been used to
divest water rights holders of their

appropriations.

Courts have been reluctant to deem inefficient irriga
tion systems "wasteful"

so long as they were of the

type customarily used

in the area and were operated

properly.

As a consequence,

century-old

irrigation

practices abound throughout the West, resulting in the
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many contemporary problems associated with excessive
diversions and return flows.
It is time for a change.
IV.

A BLUEPRINT FOR CHANGE
In 1982,

a blueprint

for change was published

describing a means for removing the legal protections
traditionally
rights. 48

afforded

excessive

senior

water

The blueprint explained "how the common law

concept of waste and existing forfeiture statutes can
be invoked to hurdle the constitutional taking barrier
that currently inhibits the adjustment of established
water rights. "49

The approach was based on recognizing

the following sequence of tenets:
1)
Early irrigator's inviolate property
interest was their right to accrue benefits
from watering their crops.
The quantity
required to derive such benefit constituted
the protectable water right.
2) After technologies developed that allowed
for more efficient conveyance and application
of irrigation water, the old, water-intensive
practices became a mere privilege rather than
a part of the irrigators' vested right.
3)
With the full appropriation of local
water supplies by later development, the
privilege afforded the inefficient system was
lost and any further use of the excess water
by that system would constitute waste.
4) Following passage of a forfeiture statute
and the running of the requisite period, the
wasteful amount was no longer part of the
water right and legally reverted to the
control of the state appropriation system.
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5)
As part of a comprehensive water manage
ment and conservation program, state offi
cials must now determine how much of prior
water rights was forfeited as waste, taking
into a c c o u n t sociological impacts and
economic realities.
These
states

five

to begin

conservation.

steps

chart

implementing

a course

that enables

a commitment

to water

The legal basis of each step is summa

rized below.
A.

Step 1— Defining the Nature of a Water Right
This

first

step

in the blueprint

counters

the

common misconception that a vested water right provides
its holder with an ownership interest
quantity of flow.

in a specified

Such a notion is incorrect from two

standpoints.
First,

under the Prior Appropriation Doctrine no

right can be established to water per se.

Rather, an

appropriator gains an interest only in the use of water
for some beneficial purpose, not in the flow
Moreover,

the appropriator's protectable

interest is

not measured by the quantity of the flow, but
benefits

itself.

in the

reaped by the user from the using flow.

As

has been repeatedly stated in the West, "beneficial use
shall be the basis, the measure, and the limit of all
rights to the use of water,"50 regardless of how much
has been appropriated.
In short, an established water right ensures that
its holder may accrue the benefits derivable from using
24

the water, without interference by junior appropriators
or the government.

The quantity of flow needed

achieve such benefits becomes
right.

to

the associated water

The rights holder does not Own the water, but

merely has the continuing right to use it so long as
it is applied without waste.
B.

Step 2— Recognizing the Privilege Concept
The wasteful methods so common with early
settlers can, under the light most favorable
to their system of use, be deemed only a
p r i v i l e g e permitted merely because it
could be exercised without substantial injury
to any one; and no right to such method of
use was acquired thereby.51
This holding of the Oregon supreme court reflects

the fact that, while irrigators have a vested right to
beneficially water their crops,
associated
develops.

the volume of water

with that right may change as technology
When more efficient conveyance and applica

tion techniques become available, the excessive water
requirements of the old systems are "declared
wasteful

and

have been

to be

only a privilege and not a

right___ "52
This

privilege concept

recognizes

that modern

courts are not bound by century-old interpretations of
beneficial

use

and

of what

constitutes

waste of

precious water resources.

Courts and administrative

officials must,

respect senior

however,

irrigators'

inviolate right to reap the benefits of applying water
25

to their crops.

Only the use of excessive water in an

outmoded irrigation system is considered a privilege.
G.

Step 3— Termination of the Privilege
In times of plentiful water, the privilege to use

excessive amounts

of flow can be exercised

shortchanging junior diverters.

without

Courts in the western

states, however, have recognized the need to extinguish
this privilege when limited water supplies become fully
a p p r opria ted.53

under such conditions,

senior diver

ters are entitled only to the amount reasonably needed,
a nd

the

"excess

over

the

amount

for

proper

irrigation... should be allowed to be used by someone
else."54

As summarized by the Utah supreme court:
In this arid country it becomes
increasingly necessary, as the
demand for water use increases,
to pay careful attention to the
manner of use so as to insure the
greatest [benefit] possible for the
q u a n t i t y of w a te r a v a i l a b l e .
Wasteful methods must be discon
tinued.
The duty to accomplish
this desired ends falls upon all
users regardless of the priority of
appropriation.55

The privilege of utilizing antiquated
techniques has been terminated
states.

in cases

irrigation

from several

In Nevada, a senior appropriator was enjoined

from using a porous natural creek bed for conveyance
after

another

farmer

wanted

limited water supply. 56
held

that,

after

to share

in the area's

In an Oregon case,

a region's
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waters

the court

became

fully

appropriated, the custom of using sloughs and depres
sions for water conveyance "should be sanctioned only
until a fair opportunity is had to construct ditches or
canals and pipe lines, or other artificial works, where
necessary,
waste."57

to conserve

the water

and minimize

the

The California court likewise concluded that

no privilege to wasteful practices exists when another
appropriator is "willing to invest in a more efficient
conveyance

system

in order

to capture

and

use the

water."58
D.

Step 4— Forfeiture of the Waste
The preceding examples, in which courts terminated

the privilege of using inefficient techniques, occurred
as a result of private disputes between competing water
users.

State officials, however, do not have to wait

for the initiation of private actions in order to act
against excessive senior decrees.

With the advent of

forfeiture statutes in most western states, officials
are now able to take affirmative steps to terminate the
privilege of using

excessive

amounts

of

water

outmoded irrigation systems.
A typical forfeiture statute reads as follows:
Any appropriation of water must be
for a beneficial use, and when the
appropriator fails to apply it to
the beneficial use...for three
s u c c e s s i v e y e a r s . . . t h e state
engineer may declare such water
permit or right forfeited.59
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in

Forfeiture

statutes

are typically invoked under

circumstances

in which water under a vested right was

not diverted

for

(usually

the requisite period for forfeiture

3 to 5 years).60

been applied
the water

They have, however, also

in situations of misuse--that

is, where

was diverted but not applied beneficially.

This first occurred in New Mexico in 1957 where use of
an uncapped

artesian well

found to be wasteful,

for pasture irrigation was

and the associated

water

forfeited to the extent of nonbeneficial

right

use.61

More

recently, the Oregon supreme court affirmed an admini
strative

order

forfeiting

a portion

senior water right on the basis
enabled

the

production)

historic

of a decreed,

that new technology

beneficial

use

(i.e. power

to be achieved with a lesser diversion of

water.62
E.

Step 5— Implementing a Commitment to Conservation
Forfeiture statutes provide states with a powerful

tool with which to pursue water use efficiency.

It

would be a travesty, however, for any western state to
immediately deem
excess

of

systems.
hardship,

that

as

forfeited

amount

Individual

needed
farmers

all

water

in modern
would

rights

in

irrigation

suffer

great

regional economies would be severely dislo

cated, and the very existence of an important sector of
western life would be threatened.
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Leaky conveyance

networks and inefficient applications systems persist
throughout the West, and it will take a longterm and
carefully considered program to realistically promote
conservation.

Nonetheless, such a commitment must be

initiated if the quality of life in the West is to be
maintained.
California has recently taken an important step
towards this commitment to conservation.
State Water

Resources Control

Board

In 1984, the

found that the

practices of the Imperial Irrigation District consti
tuted

a misuse

of water

and

ordered

the District

to initiate extensive conservation measures.63

Such

measures included ways to control excessive tailwater,
curtail

canal

spills,

reduce

minimize leachwater requirements.

canal

seepage,

and

The Board determined

that approximately 1 million acre feet of precious
water was irretrievably lost each year through these
wasteful

practices--water

that

could not afford to waste from

Southern California
its limited Colorado

River allocation.
In arriving at its determination, the Board looked
to the state constitution, water code,

and case law.

It initially concluded

that "regulation to prevent

waste

use of water

and

unreasonable

established

is a clearly

element of California water law."64

also determined that although the state's water code
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It

c o n f i r m s the traditional view
that local c u s t o m s h o u l d be
considered in evaluating reason
ableness of water use, it clarifies
that conformity with local custom
alone does not forclose a finding
of waste and unreasonable use in
appropriate circumstances.65
The Board,

in its decision,

also reiterated that

" [w]hat is a beneficial use at one time may, because of
changed conditions become a waste of water at a later
time."66

Finally,

the Board recognized

the need for

timely action when it comes to implementing a commit
ment to conservation.

Even though

there currently is no d i s p u t e
b e t w e e n competing water right
h o l d e r s ... there are i m p e n d i n g
s h o r t a g e s of w a ter which are
reasonably certain to exist within
the period in which a physical
solution to avoid shortages could
be i m p l e m e n t e d .
Therefore,
it is proper to initiate steps
immediately which will assist in
alleviating shortage. 67
It is not only in California that steps need to be
quickly

taken

in order

to ameliorate

caused by excessive water diversions.
conservation

the problems

A commitment to

is important to all regions of the arid

West— including the State of Colorado.
V.

WATER USE EFFICIENCY UNDER THE COLORADO SYSTEM
In many areas of western water law, Colorado cases

are cited as the leading decisions in the field.

The

Colorado courts historically have been forced to deal
with many difficult conflicts due to competing water
30

needs in the states's complex hydrologic setting.
category,
sorely

however,

lacking

One

in which Colorado decisions are

is in the area of reducing

wasted

water.
A.

Constraints to State Regulation
Although much rhetoric has been spoken regarding

the

need

to conserve

water,

neither

the Colorado

supreme court, nor administrative officials,

nor the

legislature has implemented strict measures to promote
efficient use of this precious resource.
quence,

As a conse

in many basins of the state, irrigation water

evaporates uselessly from saturated

fields;

tons of

Colorado topsoil are eroded by excess return flows and
are carried

out of state;

aquifers

are needlessly

depleted; and salinity problems are aggravated by the
continued use of antiquated conveyance and application
systems.
Although economic constraints in some instances
inhibit improved efficiency, many wasteful applications
of senior

irrigation rights can be cheaply reduced

without impacting yield.

Modern knowledge regarding

actual crop water demands and proper scheduling can now
substitute

for the margin of error

(i.e. excessive

diversions) that many 19th century irrigators incorpor
ated when they created their water rights.

Also, as

was previously mentioned, even where capital is needed
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to reduce water waste, the benefits of such measures
often outweigh their costs.
The question

remains,

then,

officials have not taken action

as to why Colorado

to prohibit blatant

waste in those instances where excessive senior rights
can be reduced with little,
the water rights holder.
this question

if any, adverse impact on

One aspect of the answer to

is political.

Powerful

agricultural

and other water interests are understandably skeptical
of legislative
Likewise,

in

proposals
such

to change

a political

the

status

climate,

the

quo.
State

Engineer would find it difficult to begin administering
senior water
waste.

rights

in a manner

to reduce historic

The courts, too, are limited by the traditional

view of the protections afforded senior rights under
the Colorado Doctrine of prior appropriation.

Finally,

efforts in Colorado to terminate wasteful water rights
are inhibited by the psychology of being

an upstream

state.
It is no coincidence that the only two states not
to have forfeiture statutes (Colorado and Montana)

are

upstream

the

s ta t es — that

is,

headwaters of major drainages
states'

boundaries.

states
which

containing

flow out of the

In such a situation, early state

officials were reluctant to mandate loss of a senior
water appropriation for fear of losing the right to its
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use

to

a downstream

state.

Although

interstate

compacts have somewhat allayed this concern in recent
times, Colorado remains without a forfeiture statute.
This,

in turn,

inhibits

above-mentioned

the

blueprint

implementation of

for change

for

the

reducing

waste.
Some may argue

that a forfeiture statute is not

needed

in Colorado due to the procedures currently

being

enforced

statute.68

This

under

the

s t at e' s

abandonment

statute provides that abandonment

lists be compiled every ten years, listing each water
right that the Division Engineers have "determined to
have

been

Inclusion

abandoned
on

presumption

this

in whole

list

or

in p a r t . . . . " 69

constitutes

a rebuttable

that the water right has been abandoned.

If rights holders protest their inclusion on the list,
the appropriate water court reviews the situation in
order to determine whether the elements of abandonment
had

arisen

(i.e. nonuse

teamed

with an

intent

to

abandon).
Although such a procedure is effective in identi
fying

abandoned

water

promote efficient use.

rights,

nothing

As a practical matter,

Division Engineers compile
looking

it does

to
the

the abandonment lists by

to diversion records to uncover those rights

that had not been taken from the stream and applied
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to

the

field

further

for

regarding

ten years.
whether

The

that

analysis goes

amount

of water

actually needed for beneficial use on the field.

no
is

It is

only nonuse--not wasteful use--that is identified under
the abandonment

list to reduce obsolete senior water

rights.
B.

Existing Framework for Waste Reduction
The

little

fact

that

Colorado

has

historically

done

to affirmatively promote efficiency does not

mean that the state's courts and legislature have been
unconcerned about wasted water.

As Colorado's streams

and rivers became overappropriated
the

supreme court began

in the late 1800's,

emphasizing

that appropria-

tors of water "could not waste it, nor divert more than
their necessities required. "70

This theme was reiter

ated on numerous occasions over the decades:
[N]o matter how early a person's
priority of appropriation may be,
he is not entitled to receive more
water than is necessary for his
actual use. An excessive diversion
of water cannot be regarded as a
diversion to beneficial use within
the meaning of the constitution.
Water in this country is too scarce
and consequently too precious to
admit of waste.
[1892]71
We thoroughly agree with counsel
t h a t no w a s t e of w a ter from
natural streams should be counte
nanced by the courts, and that
their decrees for its use should be
withheld in the absence of evidence
showing, inter alia, with reason
able c e r t a i n t y , the q u a n t i t y
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continuously
beneficial use.

a p p li e d
[1898]72

to

some

The law contemplates an economical
use of water.
It will not counte
nance the diversion of a volume
from a stream which, by reason of
loss resulting from the appliances
used to convey it, is many times
that which is actually consumed at
the point where it is utilized.
Water is too valuable to be wasted,
either through an extravagant
a p p l i c a t i o n for the p u r p o s e
appropriated, or by waste resulting
from the means employed to carry it
to the place of use....[1908]73
This language prohibiting waste reflects tenets of
the Prior Appropriation Doctrine, as embodied in the
Colorado constitution.
the

water

beneficial

of

"The constitution provides that

natural

use;

but

streams may be diverted

to

the privilege of diversion

is

granted only for uses truly beneficial...."74
The court

increasingly recognized

the need

to

prohibit all but beneficial uses as additional water
users moved

into the state.

Junior users,

and the

economic growth that they represented, were inhibited
by excessive diversions by seniors.
Colorado supreme court stated
priority for

that the "owner of a

irrigation has no right,

junior appropriator, to waste
court

Consequently, the

recognized

it."75

as against a
Further,

that many early decrees

the

had been

excessive in quantity relative to the amount of water
needed for irrigation under contemporaneous practices:
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It is well k n own that s i nc e
the entry of the early decrees in
this state, the old irrigated lands
require less water, and improve
m e n t s in the c o n s t r u c t i o n of
d i tc he s , and m o r e s c i e n t i f i c
methods of irrigation, have made
possible a g r e a t e r s a vi n g of
water .... 76
It thus became

the "unquestioned

law of this state"

that a senior appropriator
m a y use the q u a n t i t y awarded
only when good irrigation usage
justifies it, and when the needs of
the land are s a t i s f i e d ,
the
water must no longer be used by
him, but must be permitted to flow
u n in te rr u pt e d ly in the natural
channel of the stream.77
The court also made clear that the time of usage,
not just the quantity, of the lawful diversion was also
"measured by the reasonable needs of the land. "78
the water is not "so needed,
fully be diverted
therein
short,

from

when

it may no longer right

the stream, but must be left

for use of subsequent appropriators."79
"[r]egardless of the quantity specified

decree,

the

amount

beneficial use defines

of

water

the full

actually

In

in a

applied

to

extent of the water

right."80
This concept was also
statement

that

"into

reflected

in the court's

every decree must

be

read

a

provision that only so much water is to be used as is
necessary; that a decree for an excessive amount does
not authorize waste or excessive use."81
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Finally, as

in other western states,
in Colorado does

not

a decree for a water right

provide

the

holder

with

an

ownership interest in an absolute quantity of flow:
It is elementary that the waters of
the public streams of this state
belong to the people, and that
appropriators acquire only a right
of use.
It is also s e t t l e d
law that an appropriator is limited
in his use of water to his actual
needs. He must not waste it....82
With Colorado cases
(though little action)

filled

with

strong

words

regarding waste of water, the

blueprint for change is clearly in place in the state.
The preceding court decisions establish that the Prior
Appropriation Doctrine will not prevent reductions of
excessive

water

rights

when

such

reductions

reasonably undertaken by state officials
current needs and practices.

are

in light of

Although officials cannot

deem the wasted diversions as being forfeited (since no
such

forfeiture

blueprint

statute

for promoting

available under

exists

in Colorado) , the

efficiency

is nonetheless

the laws of the state.

Section 37-

92-502(2)

of the Colorado Revised Statutes provides a

powerful

tool with which to eliminate wasteful prac

tices:
Each d i v i s i o n e n gi n e e r shall
order the total or partial discon
tinuance of any diversion in his
division to the extent the water
being diverted is not necessary for
application to a beneficial use....
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This statute provides the state not only with the
power to prohibit waste, but with the affirmative duty
to

ensure

that

water

is being

properly

utilized.

Nevertheless, the Division Engineers have not enforced
this provision
being

diverted

to reduce
under

the amount of excess water

outdated

decrees.

As

they

well know, such a move would meet with firm resistance
from irrigators, with the battle soon spilling into the
courtrooms.
In light of the historic view of the Colorado
supreme court regarding waste of water, the state would
likely prevail

if it began

administering water

manner that reduced unnecessary waste.
is further bolstered

in a

This conclusion

by an additional

tool recently

made available to the state in its effort to effective
ly manage

Colorado's waters— the Doctrine of Maximum

Utilization.
C.

The Doctrine of Maximum Utilization
As a d m i n i s t r a t i o n of w a t e r
approaches its second century the
curtain is opening upon the new
drama of maximum utilization and
how constitutionally that doctrine
can be integrated into the law of
vested rights. We have known for a
l o n g t i m e that the d o c t r i n e
was l urking in the b a c k s t a g e
shadows as a result of the ac
cepted, t h o u g h oft v i o l a t e d ,
principle that the right to water
does not give the right to waste
it.83
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This statement, made by the Colorado supreme court
in the 1968 Fellhauer case, coined the term "maximum
utilization"

as being an integral component of water

policy in the state.

The passage has been quoted on

several subsequent occasions, reflecting the fact that
"it

is implicit

maximum

in our Constitution

utilization

resources ."84

of

our

that

state's

there be

scarce water

The Colorado legislature likewise picked

up on this theme and in the Water Right Determination
and Administration Act of 1969, mandated that surface
and ground waters be administered "in such a way as to
maximize
this

the beneficial

state. "85

use of all of the waters of

This need

was

further

codified

in

Section 37-92-501.5 in 1977:
[T]he state engineer and division
e ng i ne er s shall e x e r c i s e the
b r o a d e s t latitude possible in
the administration of waters...to
a l l ow continuance of existing
uses and to assure maximum bene
ficial utilization of the waters of
this state.86
In discussing the doctrine of maximum utilization,
the Colorado supreme court has recognized that such a
concept is flexible, and evolves along with advances in
conservation methods and other technological develop
ments.

As scientific understanding progresses, so too

does the potential
waters

expand

in accordance

for managing

with

utilization:
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the

policy

the state's
of maximum

In Fellhauer, we attempted to
sound the note of a new era in the
utilization and optimal use of
water.
It appears to us that
the G e n e r a l A s s e m b l y r e a c t e d
favorably to that attempt and in
turn sought to promote in detail
the
general
thought
of
Fellhauer....
By the same token,
further research and testing will
not only result in correction of
past mistakes, but also will lead
us closer to the goal of minimal
waste of water. 87
The court has also made reference to its "dreams
and hopes that

future

technology would

provide new

methods under the doctrine of maximum ut i1 ization."88
Further,
prior

strict adherence to traditional views of the

appropriation

system

has been

running counter to the need
ments

utilizing

limited

recognized

to accommodate

waters.

as

improve

In 1979, the court

found that a common protection afforded prior appropri
ations

(the right

to have

senior water available in

both the necessary quantity and condition)
trary,
maximum

in

this

particular

utilization

of

case,

limited

to

water

was con

the need

for

r e s o u r c e s . 89

Maintenance of the historic condition of a senior water
right was made subordinate to a junior user’s storage
reservoir based on
the policy of this state that
there should be maximum utilization
of water and that the maximum
utilization doctrine be integrated
into the law of vested rights.
Without the storage of water, the
use thereof cannot be maximized.90
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The court has also recognized that strict adher
ence to prior appropriation in allocating water between
private users frequently runs counter to wise management--and
system

that accommodations must be made

to enable

users

to

optimize

their

in the
use of

limited supplies:
Informal exchanges and mutua1
accommodations by owners of water
rights occur frequently in response
to changes in water levels, weather
patterns and crop needs to permit
m a x i m u m u t i l i z a t i o n of t h i s
critical resource.
In view of
these necessary practices, the
adoption of mutually agreeable
rotation systems by the owners of
water rights cannot be deemed
conclusive proof of either the
creation or the abandonment of
particular ownership rights.
Any
such legal p r e s u m p t i o n would
discourage that spirit of coopera
tion and mutual concern which is
essential to the maximum beneficial
use of available water. 91
In 1983,

these

ideas grew to full

form in the

landmark decision of Alamosa - La Jara Water Users
Protection Association v . Gould.92

In this case, the

Colorado supreme court reviewed the rules promulgated
by the State Engineer to administer junior wells in the
Rio Grande basin.
that

was

These wells pumped ground water

tributary to overappropriated

rivers and

streams, thereby resulting in injury to senior surface
rights.

In drafting the rules, the state engineer had

concluded

that

"the priority system governs
41

water

allocation and that junior water rights from whatever
source are not entitled to divert water that otherwise
would be available for use by senior water rights."93
Consequently,
junior well

the rules mandated
pumping

the curtailment

to the extent

that

of

it impacted

senior surface rights.
The

supreme

Engineer's

court

conclusions,

proposed rules.

disagreed
and

with

refused

The court recognized

the

State

to affirm

the

that in the Rio

Grande basin, protection of surface water rights from
the

impact of junior well pumping could result in an

inability to tap vast underground sources of precious
water.

Such a result, caused by a traditional

pretation of prior
contrary to the

appropriation,

idea of utilizing

resources to their fullest extent.
the

importance

of maximum

was

found

inter
to run

the state's water
After discussing

utilization,

the court

stated:
The prior appropriation doctrine is
not a legal barrier to the concur
rent consideration of the state
engineer of the various methods of
implementing the state policy of
maximum utilization.... 94
The court went on to state that historic surface
diversions from rivers may now be unreasonable if their
perpetuation prohibits others from tapping into a vast
underground supply.
stream

Under such circumstances, "surface

appropriators may be
42

required

to

withdraw

underground water tributary to the stream in order to
satisfy their surface appropriations."95

In this way,

the basin's surface and ground water resources could be
fully tapped, thereby promoting the policy of maximum
utilization.
This notion that senior surface diverters may be
compelled to drill wells in order to obtain their water
right diverges significantly from traditional concepts
of prior appropriation.
dictate

The court, however, did not

this specific scenario.

Rather,

it remanded

the rules to the State Engineer with instructions to
consider

this and other alternatives

for achieving

maximum utilization of the basin's water resources.96
D.

Maximizing Future Water Utilization in Colorado
It is clear that Colorado is at a crossroads

its management and use of limited water resources.

in
It

is not so certain, however, how the move to maximum
utilization will be implemented.

Legislators, judges,

conservancy districts, the State Engineer, and individ
ual water

users each hold the potential

conservation and efficiency.

to promote

Who will take action, and

when, remains to be seen.
One

option

is for

the Division

Engineers,

on

their own initiative or upon the direction of the State
Engineer,

to begin enforcing Section 37-92-502(2)

the Colorado Revised Statutes.
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This would

of

involve

identifying

blatantly wasteful

users and regulating

their headgates to eliminate diversions "to the extent
the water being diverted is not necessary for applica
tion to a beneficial use. "97
Such
however,

a mechanism

for

promoting

conservation,

is fraught with practical problems.

Irriga

tors would no doubt react vociferously if suddenly the
local

Water

Commissioner

began

regulating

their

headgates in a manner that prevented them from getting
their decreed,
move would

though wasteful, water rights.

only exacerbate

facing Water Commissioners
highlighted

by

the

Such a

the difficulties already

in the field— difficulties

fact

that

the

State

Engineer

recently requested an opinion from the Attorney General
regarding whether Commissioners could carry guns while
on duty. 98
Another

option

is for

a junior

water

user

initiate the process to promote efficient use.
user, who

could

file

Such a

is traditionally shut off during shortfalls

and who believes
diverting

to

more

that a wasteful
water

than

a mandamus-type

Division Engineer

senior

right

is beneficially
action

to curtail

to

is

used,

require

the

the wasteful diversion

under Section 37-92-502(2).
Colorado water judges are also
promote efficiency.

in a position to

In decreeing new appropriations,
44

they can ensure that the quantity and method of use is
consistent with the concept of maximum utilization, not
merely

reflecting

century.

customary practices

The potential

efficiency

of the past

for water judges to promote

in Colorado is somewhat limited, however,

due to the fact that very little water is available for
new

appropriations,

and

that

automatically come before

senior

the

rights do not

court

for

periodic

review.
Board members of water conservancy districts and
other water
promote

allocation entities can also choose to

efficiency

reallocating
efficiency

water
would

among
to

be

their

reflect

users.

waste

controversial,

Although

savings

and

a Board might

determine that it is best for the District to undertake
some

form

of mandatory

or voluntary conservation

program.
Even

though

various

boards,

individuals,

officials can play important roles in the process,

and
it

is ultimately in the legislative arena where a compre
hensive program for water conservation must be formu
lated.

Piecemeal

litigation

and

administrative

enforcement lead to unfair burdens on a few individuals
and

do

not

fully

address

the

statewide

associated with excessive water diversions.

problems
Legisla

tion is needed in order to encourage the marketing and
45

transfer of salvaged water, to ease the economic burden
on irrigators of system modernization,
practices

suited

to eliminate

only to a 19th Century era of ex

ploitation, and to generally raise Colorado water law
and

use

into

the modern

scheme

of wise

resource

managment.
Conservation
ranging

from

penalties.

legislation

systems
Also,

of

can

reward

new measures

take many

to

forms

imposition

of

can be designed

to

encourage conservation both through the workings of the
free market system as well as through regulation.
Whatever
encounter

the path

taken,

many difficult

decisionmakers

judgments

and

Should a forfeiture statute be enacted
water

courts

to reduce

rights that are using
Should

a user

diversion

the level

in order

to fund

of decreed

water

an equitable

wastefully?

programs

and

to

Should the watering

of blue grass on private lawns be deemed

how can

senior

for each acre foot of

encourage efficient use of water?

ficial use of precious water

tradeoffs.

to allow the

their diversions

fee be charged

will

a nonbene-

in this arid state?

process be designed

And

to allow

senior water users to benefit from their conservation
and salvage efforts?99
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These and other questions will face legislators as
they ponder the need for comprehensive water manage
ment.

Furthermore, such questions must not be viewed

simply in a vacuum of maximizing utilization of water.
The Colorado supreme court has recognized

that the

"policy of maximizing beneficial and integrated use of
surface

and

with

sensitivity

a

subsurface

water must be

to

the

effect

implemented
on

other

resources."100
[E]fficacious use does not mean
uplifting one natural resource
to the detriment of another.
The
waters of C o l o r a d o bel o ng to
the people, but so does the land.
There must be a balancing effect,
and the elements of water and land
must be used in harmony to the
maximum feasible use of both.101
Finally, this necessary balancing "can only be achieved
with

proper

regard

for

all

significant

factors,

including environmental and economic concerns."102
The task ahead is indeed difficult.

Legislation

for promoting water conservation will require innova
tive ideas, extensive dialogue, and cooperation between
competing

interest

groups.

It will

demand

that

antiquated notions about water be set aside in order to
allow management of this precious resource in accord
ance with modern needs.
this

shift

Likewise,

in

the

Coloradans have begun making

field

our habits

of energy

are adapting
47

conservation.

to the need

for

recycling

important metals.

And in the high country,

antiquated timber practices have given way to harvest
ing and

replanting

techniques consistent with wise

resource management.

The time has arrived where water

must

also

take

its rightful place in a comprehensive

framework of resource management and conservation.
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100. R.J.A., Inc. v. Water Users Ass'n of Dist. No. 6,
690 P.2d 823, 828 (1984).
101.
S o u t h e a s t e r n C o l o r a d o Water Conservancy
Dist. v. Shelton Farms, Inc., 187 Colo. 181, 191, 529
P.2d 1321, 1327 (1975). A recently introduced legisla
tive proposal was designed to promote this balancing
between water and land resources.
House Bill 1266 ,
introduced in 1985, proposed that when water is
transferred away from an irrigation right, "the
landowner shall take steps during the year preceding
the loss of the water to establish a permanent vegeta
tive cover or to establish a dryland crop cover
appropriate to the area."
The bill passed the House
but did not get out of committee in the Senate.
102. Alamosa-La Jara Water Users Protection Ass'n, 674
P. 2d at 935.
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APPENDIX

A SCENARIO FOR DISCUSSIONS

A Legisl ative Package for Pro moting
Water Use Efficiency in Col orado

ESTABLISH OFFICE OF WATER CONSERVATION
Composition:

3- person Board ; Director and sm all staff in

Denver; Local Conservation Engineer in each
of the se ven water divisions.
Functions:
- S p onsor re se arch and educational activities on water
co n se rvat i on
- Loc al Conservation Engine e rs provide technical
assistance for im proving irrigation efficie ncy
-

De t ermine sal vage cr e dits (see II bellow)
Implement proce du r es for waste forfeiture (see III
below)
-••• Administer grants and subsidies for upgrading
inefficient water use systems (see IV below)

ALLOW FOR MARKETING OF SALVAGED WATER
Purpose:

To allow irrigators to market or use salvaged water
that was former1y consumptive1y wasted in their
operation.

Procedure:
.- Appl ication to Local Conservation Enginee r for sa1vage
credit ; burde n of proof on appl icant.
.- Publication in monthly resume and opportunity for
objectors to s ubmit written opinions and data.
Office of Water Conservation (OWC) makes finding as to
amount of sal vage cre dit and subm its to Water Court.
.- Water Court decre es sal vage credit after period for
protest.
If protested, the OWC finding carries an
adm inistrative pre sumption of val idity.

III.

CREATE P R O C E D U R E FOR F O R F E I T I N G WASTED WATER

Purposes

To phase out the wasting of water where technically
and economical l y feasibl e.

El ements of the Forfeiture Procedure:
- 3 years of "non—beneficia1 use"; fol l owed by
- Notice from the Local Water Engineer of the amount of
the water right that is considered as being
non-beneficially used and subject to forfeiture;
followed by
- A two-year waiting period in which the water rights
holder can market the consumptive portion of the
wast ed water (pursuant to II above); fol l owed by
- Water Court proceedings to determine the amount
forfeited under the "non-beneficial use" standard
(burden of persuasion on the OWC).
.- " Non-beneficia1 u s e " is tied to the abil ity of the
irrigator to afford improved efficiency
i
(. e water
.
rights ho1ders cannot be com pel l ed to improve
their sys t ems beyond their economic reach).

IV.

CREATE BOTH POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE ECONOMIC INCENTIVES
- ncrease irrigators' "economic reach" by providing for
I
subsidies and tax b
rea k s associated with system
moderniz a tion.
- Raise funds and encourage conservation through:
a) a users charge for each acre - foot of water
diverted for municipal and in dustria1 purposes.
b) a fee on each acre—foot of irrigation water
appl ied in ex cess of 4 af/acre.

